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Indirect Searches for Indirect Searches for 
New PhysicsNew Physics

�� Tests of conservation lawsTests of conservation laws
�� Proton decay (Baryon/Lepton number violation)Proton decay (Baryon/Lepton number violation)
�� CPT violationCPT violation
�� NeutrinolessNeutrinoless double beta decay (lepton number double beta decay (lepton number 

violation)violation)

�� Electroweak precision observablesElectroweak precision observables
�� Flavour observablesFlavour observables

�� Anomalous Magnetic Moments Anomalous Magnetic Moments 
�� Electric dipole moments Electric dipole moments 
�� FlavourFlavour--changing processeschanging processes

Do lowDo low--energy observables which are sensitive to new energy observables which are sensitive to new 
(virtual) particles agree with the SM predictions?(virtual) particles agree with the SM predictions?
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Electroweak precision Electroweak precision 
observablesobservables

�� Higgs mass of 125 Higgs mass of 125 GeVGeV fits well with the EWfits well with the EW--
precision dataprecision data
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FlavourFlavour--observablesobservables
�� Anomalous magnetic moments (gAnomalous magnetic moments (g--2) sensitive to chirality 2) sensitive to chirality 

violating New Physicsviolating New Physics

�� Electric dipole moments (test Electric dipole moments (test flavourflavour--blind CP violation)blind CP violation)

�� Lepton flavour violationLepton flavour violation
�� Neutrino oscillations     Neutrino oscillations     

SM+ (with massive neutrinos)SM+ (with massive neutrinos)

�� Charged lepton flavourCharged lepton flavour--violation violation 
(forbidden in the SM)(forbidden in the SM)

�� Quark flavour violation and CP violationQuark flavour violation and CP violation
�� (Semi(Semi--) ) leptonicleptonic B and B and KaonKaon decays decays 

�� Indirect determinations of the CKM matrixIndirect determinations of the CKM matrix

�� Rare decays Rare decays 

e , , e , e conversionµ → γ τ → µγ τ → γ µ →

d,s d,sB , B ,B , K+ − + −→ µ µ → τ τ → τν → πνν
F 2 processes∆ =

s,dB X→ γ
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Quark flavour Quark flavour 
violation and the violation and the 

CKM matrixCKM matrix
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Quark massesQuark masses
�� Coupling to the Higgs Coupling to the Higgs 

proportional to the proportional to the 
mass.mass.

�� Bottom quark rather Bottom quark rather 
light, but light, but YYbb can be big can be big 
at large at large tan(tan(ββ) in the ) in the 
MSSM or a 2HDMMSSM or a 2HDM

�� All other quark masses All other quark masses 
are very small  are very small  

sensitive to sensitive to 
radiative correctionsradiative corrections
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CKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrixCKM matrix
�� CKM matrix is the CKM matrix is the 

only source of only source of 
flavourflavour and CP and CP 
violation in the SM.violation in the SM.

�� No treeNo tree--level level 
FCNCsFCNCs

�� OffOff--diagonal CKM diagonal CKM 
elements are smallelements are small

FlavourFlavour--
violation is violation is 
suppressed in the suppressed in the 
Standard Model.Standard Model.
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The Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary TriangleThe Unitary Triangle
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Determination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elementsDetermination of the CKM elements
from treefrom treefrom treefrom treefrom treefrom treefrom treefrom tree--------level decayslevel decayslevel decayslevel decayslevel decayslevel decayslevel decayslevel decays

0 0B D K , B D K− − − −→ →

B → τν

�� Direct determination of Direct determination of 
||VVcbcb| and || and |VVubub| (|| (|VVusus|) from |) from 
inclusive and exclusive inclusive and exclusive 
semileptonicsemileptonic
B (B (KaonKaon) decays.) decays.
�� InIn-- and exclusive and exclusive 

determinations of |determinations of |VVcbcb| agree | agree 
reasonably (2.1 reasonably (2.1 σσ))

�� New Belle result makes the New Belle result makes the 
||VVubub||-- problem from problem from 
less severe. less severe. arxiv:1208.4678arxiv:1208.4678

�� Determination of Determination of fromfromγ
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Global fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrixGlobal fit to the CKM matrix
�� Determine UT Determine UT 

including in addition including in addition 
constraints from constraints from 
looploop--observables:observables:

�� BBss mixingmixing

�� BBdd mixingmixing

�� KaonKaon mixingmixing

�� CP violation in B CP violation in B 
decaysdecays

�� All determinations All determinations 
agree rather wellagree rather well

CKM mechanism of flavour violation works very well
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Rare decaysRare decaysRare decaysRare decaysRare decaysRare decaysRare decaysRare decays

dB + −→ µ µ

K → πνν

�� perfectly compatible with the SMperfectly compatible with the SM

�� CDF found an excess but CDF found an excess but LHCbLHCb and CMS didnand CMS didn’’t t 
confirm this. New upper bound close to the SM expectation.confirm this. New upper bound close to the SM expectation.

��

new new LHCbLHCb boundbound

��

waiting for Na62waiting for Na62

��

SuperBSuperB, Belle II, Belle II

Plot from David Straub’s talk at Moriond EW 2012

sB + −→ µ µ

Constraints on NP models

sB X→ γ

dB , B K+ −→ τ τ → νν

No sign 
of NP (yet)
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Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?Hints for New Physics?

[ ]Br B τν→

ExperimentExperimentSMSMObservableObservable

( )0.098 4
0.0610.757 10+ −

− ×

�� CP violation in CP violation in 
3.8 3.8 σσ but large but large hadronichadronic uncertainties.uncertainties.

�� Anomalous magnetic moment of the Anomalous magnetic moment of the muonmuon
~ 3.6 ~ 3.6 σσ above the SM predictionabove the SM prediction

�� TauonicTauonic B decaysB decays

( ) 41.15 0.23 10−± ×

* *Br BrB D B Dτν ν   → →   l 0.332 0.030±

0.440 0.072±0.297 0.017±

0.252 0.003±

[ ] [ ]Br BrB D B Dτν ν→ → l

All three observables are above the SM prediction

SignificanceSignificance

1.3σ

2.7σ

2.0σ

D K K , D+ − + −→ → π π
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Two Higgs Two Higgs 
Doublet ModelsDoublet Models

(2HDMs)(2HDMs)
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2HDM of type II2HDM of type II
�� One Higgs doublet couples One Higgs doublet couples 

only to downonly to down--quarks the other quarks the other 
Higgs doublet only to upHiggs doublet only to up--quarks.quarks.

�� 2 additional free parameters:2 additional free parameters:
tan(tan(ββ)=v)=vuu//vvdd and the and the 
heavy Higgs mass heavy Higgs mass MMHH

�� Neutral HiggsNeutral Higgs--quark couplings are flavourquark couplings are flavour--conserving.conserving.

�� Charged Higgs contribution to Charged Higgs contribution to bb→→ssγγ requires requires 
mmHH > 380 > 380 GeVGeV T. Hermann, M. Misiak and M. Steinhauser 1208.2788

�� Contribution to Contribution to BB→τν→τν necessarily destructive.necessarily destructive.

�� Cannot explain BCannot explain B→→DD((**))τντν and and BB→→DDτντν simultaneously.simultaneously.
BaBarBaBar collaboration 1205.5442collaboration 1205.5442

Disfavored by current dataDisfavored by current data

uH

iuY

fd

dH

idY

fu

id

iu
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2HDM of type III2HDM of type III
�� Both Higgs doublets couple simultaneously to up and down Both Higgs doublets couple simultaneously to up and down 

quarksquarks

FlavourFlavour--changing neutral Higgs couplingschanging neutral Higgs couplings

�� All flavourAll flavour--changing elements       and          are constrained changing elements       and          are constrained 
from from FCNCsFCNCs processes.processes.

�� Also Also constrained from charged Higgs diagrams, but constrained from charged Higgs diagrams, but 

is unconstrained.is unconstrained.

�� 2HDM III with MFV cannot explain 2HDM III with MFV cannot explain BB→τν→τν, B, B→→DD((**))τντν and and 
BB→→DDτντν

uH

u
fiεfd

dH

d
fiε fuid iu

d
fiε

13,23
uε

12,21
uε

31,32
uε
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2HDM of type III with flavour2HDM of type III with flavour--
violation in the upviolation in the up--sectorsector

A.C., C. Greub, A. Kokulu 1208.2788

32
uε

�� Constructive contribution to BConstructive contribution to B→→τντν using      is possible.using      is possible.
�� BB→→DD((**))τντν and and BB→→DDτντν can be explained simultaneously can be explained simultaneously 

using      .using      . Check model viaCheck model via

Allowed Allowed 
regionsregions
from:from:

*B D→ τν
B → τν

B D→ τν

31
uε

0 0,H A tc→
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Constraints on the Constraints on the 
MSSM MSSM 

FlavourFlavour StructureStructure
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SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY SUSY flavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavour (CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem(CP) problem
�� The squark mass matrices are not necessarily diagonal (and real)The squark mass matrices are not necessarily diagonal (and real) in in 

the same basis as the quark mass matrices.the same basis as the quark mass matrices.
�� Especially the trilinear AEspecially the trilinear A--terms can induce terms can induce dangerously large flavourdangerously large flavour--

mixing (and complex phases) since they donmixing (and complex phases) since they don’’t necessarily respect t necessarily respect 
hierarchy of the SM.hierarchy of the SM.

�� The MSSM possesses two HiggsThe MSSM possesses two Higgs--doublets: doublets: FlavourFlavour--changing charged changing charged 
and (loopand (loop--induced) neutral Higgs interactions.induced) neutral Higgs interactions.

Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed Why is the observed flavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavourflavour violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?violation so small?

�� Possible solutions:Possible solutions:
-- MFV  MFV  DD’’AmbrosioAmbrosio, , GiudiceGiudice, , IsidoriIsidori, , StrumiaStrumia hephep--ph/0207036ph/0207036

-- FlavourFlavour--symmetries symmetries 
-- effective SUSY  effective SUSY  BarbieriBarbieri et at hepet at hep--ph/10110730ph/10110730

-- Radiative Radiative flavourflavour violationviolation
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Constraints on Constraints on 
the offthe off--diagonal diagonal 
elements of the elements of the 
sfermionsfermion mass mass 

matricesmatrices

SUSY_FLAVOUR 2.0SUSY_FLAVOUR 2.0
A.C., J. A.C., J. RosiekRosiek et al, arXiv:1203.5023et al, arXiv:1203.5023

can calculate these observablescan calculate these observables

including the numerically including the numerically 

important important resummationresummation of all of all 

chirallychirally enhanced corrections.enhanced corrections.
L. Hall, R. L. Hall, R. RattazziRattazzi, U. , U. SaridSarid hephep--ph/9306309,ph/9306309,
A.C., L. Hofer, J. A.C., L. Hofer, J. RosiekRosiek, arXiv:1103.4272, arXiv:1103.4272

,
23,13
u RR RLδExcept Except all elements are all elements are 

stringently constrained.stringently constrained.
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Radiative Radiative FlavourFlavour Violation Violation 
in the MSSMin the MSSM
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SU(2)SU(2)³³ flavourflavour--symmetry in symmetry in 

the MSSM the MSSM superpotentialsuperpotential::

�� CKM matrix is the unit CKM matrix is the unit 
matrix.matrix.

�� Only the third generation Only the third generation 
Yukawa coupling is Yukawa coupling is 
different from zero.different from zero.

( )0
CKM

1 0 0

V 0 1 0

0 0 1

 
 =  
 
 

3

q

q

0 0 0

Y 0 0 0

0 0 Y

 
 =  
 
 

All other elements are generated All other elements are generated 
radiativelyradiatively using the using the trilineartrilinear AA--terms!terms!

Radiative Radiative FlavourFlavour Violation (RFV)Violation (RFV)
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Features of the modelFeatures of the model
�� Additional Additional flavourflavour symmetries in the symmetries in the superpotentialsuperpotential..

�� Explains small masses and mixing angles via a Explains small masses and mixing angles via a 
looploop--suppression.suppression.

�� Deviations from MFV if the third generation is Deviations from MFV if the third generation is 
involved.involved.

�� Solves the SUSY CP problem via a mandatory Solves the SUSY CP problem via a mandatory 
phase alignment. (Phase of phase alignment. (Phase of µµ enters only at two enters only at two 
loops)loops)BorzumatiBorzumati, , FarrarFarrar, , PolonskyPolonsky, Thomas 1999., Thomas 1999.

�� The SUSY The SUSY flavourflavour problem reduces problem reduces 
to the elements to the elements 32 31,q LR q LRδ δ
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CKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the downCKM generation in the down--------sector:sector:sector:sector:sector:sector:sector:sector:

!
d LR
13 b ub

!
d LR
23 b cb

m V

m V

Σ =

Σ =
Allowed regions Allowed regions 

from from bb→→ssγγ

( ) 2
bm tan 0.12 TeVµ =β

( ) 2
bm tan 0 TeVµ =β

( ) 2
bm tan 0.12 TeVµ =β

CKM elementsCKM elements
generate by thegenerate by the
selfself--energies:energies:
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Higgs Higgs Higgs Higgs Higgs Higgs Higgs Higgs effectseffectseffectseffectseffectseffectseffectseffects: B: B: B: B: B: B: B: Bssssssss→→→→→→→→μμμμμμμμ++++++++μμμμμμμμ--------

b 0.005ε =

b 0.005ε = −

b 0.01ε = −

b 0.01ε =

�� Constructive and Constructive and 
destructivedestructive
contribution contribution 
depending on the depending on the 
sign of sign of µµ
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CKM CKM CKM CKM CKM CKM CKM CKM generationgenerationgenerationgenerationgenerationgenerationgenerationgeneration in in in in in in in in thethethethethethethethe upupupupupupupup--------sectorsectorsectorsectorsectorsectorsectorsector::::::::
!

u LR *
13 t td

!
u LR *
23 t cb

m V

m V

Σ =

Σ =

u LR
31δ

�� Constraints from Constraints from KaonKaon
mixing.mixing.

�� unconstrained unconstrained 
from FCNC processes.from FCNC processes.

�� can induce a sizable can induce a sizable 
rightright--handed Whanded W--coupling.coupling.

u LR u LR
31 32,δ δ

2M 800GeV=2M 400GeV=
2M 200GeV=

2M 400GeV=
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�� Effects in Effects in 
KK→→ππνννν

�� Verifiable Verifiable 
predictions predictions 
for NA62for NA62
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Radiative Radiative Radiative Radiative Radiative Radiative Radiative Radiative LeptonLeptonLeptonLeptonLeptonLeptonLeptonLepton MassMassMassMassMassMassMassMass GenerationGenerationGenerationGenerationGenerationGenerationGenerationGeneration
�� Contribution to the Contribution to the 

anomalous anomalous 
magnetic moment magnetic moment 
of the of the muonmuon is is 
necessarily necessarily 
constructive constructive 
BorzumatiBorzumati, , FarrarFarrar, , PolonskyPolonsky, , 
Thomas 1999.Thomas 1999.

�� Difficulties with Difficulties with 
vacuum stabilityvacuum stability

2σ1σ

central value
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ConclusionsConclusions
�� Indirect searches for NP probe energy scales much higher than Indirect searches for NP probe energy scales much higher than 

the one of the LHC.the one of the LHC.

�� The CKM mechanism of flavourThe CKM mechanism of flavour--violation in the SM works very violation in the SM works very 
well.well. Stringent constraints on physics beyond the SM.Stringent constraints on physics beyond the SM.

�� Hints for new physics: The anomalous magnetic moment of the Hints for new physics: The anomalous magnetic moment of the 
muonmuon and and tauonictauonic B decays?B decays?

�� 2HDM of type III with flavour2HDM of type III with flavour--violation in the upviolation in the up--sector can sector can 
explain the explain the BB→τν→τν, B, B→→DD((**))τντν and and BB→→DDτντν..

�� Flavour structure of the MSSM stringently constrainedFlavour structure of the MSSM stringently constrained
from flavour observables. from flavour observables. 

�� RFV solves the SUSY RFV solves the SUSY flavourflavour and the SUSY CP problem and and the SUSY CP problem and 
can explain the anomalous magnetic moment of the can explain the anomalous magnetic moment of the muonmuon..


